Abstract. Understanding collaborative design goes far beyond analyzing group dynamics, tasks allocations or negotiation during decision-making processes. In this paper, we focused on the collaborative sketching process, during which the intentions of designers are supported by their sketches and by specific strokes. Twelve professional designers attended an experimental design session, where they were asked to express, share, capture or interpret sketches. A qualitative and quantitative fine-grained analysis of strokes teach us (i) how designers tend to deal with representations that are not theirs; (ii) what main graphical keyfeatures constitute the inner nature of the shared information and (iii) how and when can this graphic essence be shared with collaborators.
Introduction
From simple and stable, working environments become today increasingly complex and dynamic [1] . Designing tasks (architectural design, industrial or product design, engineering, town planning, ...) are nowadays highly challenged by the geographic dispersion of resources, tasks and skills. Preliminary design phases, with their divergent and abundant creative processes and their constant re-definition of the problem and solution spaces, are shifting more and more from individual to collaborative contexts and are particularly prone to be impacted by this evolving paradigm. Preliminary design phases are crucial, though, as demonstrated by Ehrlenspiel in engineering: more than 70% of the final costs of a project are determined during the 30 first % of the design process [2] . Several usages, strategies (and sometimes procedures) foster the soon-to-begeneralized collaborative ideation practice. This paper will focus on one of them: the cooperative emergence of shared external representations, and more specifically freehand sketches.
Face-to-face collaborative work naturally engages actors (with or without drawing capabilities) to use free-hand sketching, still one of the best design tools available to support the fast, intuitive, ambiguous and blurred expression of emergent (design) concepts, as well as the cognitive synchronization between various stakeholders [3] [4] [5] . Nowadays, new generation of sketching and annotating interfaces supported by various graphic tablets and/or immersive environments (such as SketSha, see [6] or the Hybrid Ideation Space, see [7] ) enable users to get involved into a faithful, intuitive and efficient ideation process even during remote collaboration. Thus, sideby-side with studies unfolding the various aspects and modalities of co-located and traditionally-equipped collaborative work, recent research focuses on how current digital environments do support or impair remote collaboration. The aim is to specify tools to efficiently equip such design activities.
In this regard, numerous studies discuss about how designers use shared external representations during collaborative design processes. The graphic essence of these shared representations is, though, less frequently investigated. The study presented here adopts a fine-grained analysis of this graphic content, in order to stress which, how and when graphic units are transferred and interpreted by distributed designers. Results contribute to specify graphic support tools which would be better adapted to practitioners' needs.
Related Work

Design as a Collaborative Task
Whatever the field, design is a collaborative activity. From the very beginning of the design process, very few projects grow from the intentions of a single designer, rarely «alone» to control and dictate the paths the project might take. From «collaborative design» to «participatory design», several ways of designing together co-exist and their modalities and definitions depend on how actors articulate their goals, tasks and strategies. Détienne, Boujut and Hohmann [8] define three classes of cognitive activities: task-oriented (or content-oriented), process-oriented and interaction management activities (communicating and making sure the message has been understood). In this paper, we will mainly relate to the context of «radical» co-design or «extreme collaboration» occurring during task-oriented activities, defined by Shaw as a process «where actors engage in highly productive, [...] 
